Here’s What the PA Chamber Insurance Benefits Consortium Can Do for Your Business

Healthcare is one of the biggest expenditures to employers—and the numbers continue to increase year after year. But with the PA Chamber Benefits Consortium, you have an opportunity to control of your increasing benefit costs and see your premium dollars working for you.

PA Chamber Insurance is excited to offer businesses with 26+ employees a self-insurance program that helps lower your costs and manage your benefit expenses.

Frequently Asked Questions

What is the Benefits Consortium?

It is a unique, self-funded benefit program for companies with 26+ employees, designed and administered by PA Chamber Insurance and The Benecon Group. PA Chamber Insurance is one of the largest healthcare coalitions in Pennsylvania and brings multiple healthcare options and comprehensive employee benefit options to companies of all sizes throughout the state. The Benecon Group, originated in 1991, employs their own in-house actuarial staff, compliance division, finance department and account management staff.

How does it work?

Through our group purchasing power, your business gets access to the self-insurance market. The goal is to minimize your cost and maximize your chance of return, while stabilizing premium costs. The Consortium has over 99% retention and more than 470 employer groups covering over 100,000 members, including public and private sector—cities, townships, boroughs, authorities, school districts, banks, retirement communities, colleges and numerous commercial enterprises.

How does it lower my company's costs?

The Benefits Consortium offers wholesale pricing and volume discounts while driving the price setting process and utilizing Consortium actuaries to price the program.

How do we get greater control over annual premium costs?

Members of the Consortium see exactly where their claims dollars are going, while premium taxes, risk charges and excessive expense charges are eliminated.

Can we keep our same carrier, plan designs and benefits?

Yes. You get your choice of healthcare carrier with the same network, discounts and plan design you’re familiar with.

Plus you get PA Chamber Insurance’s outstanding customer service and support, bringing all the pieces together to one benefit solution.

Take control of your healthcare costs and get the advantages of the PA Chamber Insurance Benefits Consortium!

Contact PA Chamber Insurance today at 800 755-3021.

Learn more about the PA Chamber Benefits Consortium